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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active learning pedagogies, such as Peer Instruction (PI), have been proven to be effective in undergraduate physics teaching. However, they are still rare in secondary schools and in physics teacher education programs. One of the reasons for that is methods instructors' mistrust of the pedagogical effectiveness of multiple-choice conceptual questions. While modern educational technologies open opportunities for using open-ended questions in PI, multiple-choice conceptual questions in teacher education are still underutilized. In this study Peer Instruction pedagogy was supplemented by the use of a collaborative online system--PeerWise (PW) (peerwise.cs.auckland.ac.nz). PI&PW pedagogy allowed researchers to investigate the development of questioning skills in secondary teacher-candidates through the use of peer collaboration. We report on the effects of PI&PW implementation in a semester-long physics methods course on teacher-candidates' content and pedagogical knowledge, on their attitudes about active learning, and on willingness and ability to implement active learning pedagogy during their practicum. 



Modeling Active Engagement 
in Teacher Education 

1. What are your reasons for choosing 
active engagement pedagogies in 
physics teacher education courses?  

2. How do you know if these pedagogies are 
having a positive impact on teacher-
candidates?  

3. What is the role of technology in this 
process? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Model? Modeling is a case of practicing what you preach. The idea behind modeling is help students learn through the observation of experts. For many teacher candidates, the Teacher Education program is the first opportunity to intentionally reflect on the pedagogies they have experienced as learners over the last 16 years or so. So we need to model good, research-based pedagogy for them, to ensure they have had a good experience with it However, if we are going to expect them to take this behaviour into their own classrooms, they need good resources/materials to useThis is the meat of what we wanted to explore in this project. Audience questions: Questions about who is in our audience, so we have a sense of who we are talking to. Teacher Educators? Graduate Students? Teachers?Guiding questions: Consider for a moment the process you go through when planning a course. Think about which pedagogies you choose to implement. What are your reasons for choosing the pedagogies you implement in your classrooms? What makes one pedagogy better than another? What factors do you take into account? How do you know your pedagogies are impacting your students? What cues do your students give you? What are the signs of a success? A failure? As instructors we choose to model a variety of pedagogies. We are intentional in our choice of pedagogy. What is modeling (put it on its own slide or just talk through it, don’t put it on the slide) Cognitive apprenticeship 



Technology-Enhanced Active 
Engagement 

PW&PI 



Research-Based 
Objectives 

Model AE in the 
context of the 

course content 

Explore a possible 
mechanism for AE 

pedagogy 

Investigate the effect of Active 
Engagement (AE) on teacher-

candidates’ (TCs’) epistemologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, we refer to pre-service teachers as teacher candidatesWhat we are modeling and the resource Why did we choose to model it the way we did in this classroom?  Consider the structure of the course, the members of the course and the subject-area… there is a lot of research on CEP, but most of it in large-classrooms – we wanted to see how it could work in a small classroom, if it could have the same effects and if using it could help to develop the pedagogical beliefs of TCS. Investigate the effect of AE pedagogy on TC epistemologyModel active engagement with the content Explore a possible mechanism for AE pedagogy  How we modeled pedagogyModel active engagement through the use of conceptual questions through Clicker Enhanced PedagogyCEP has been implemented in many large classroomsUsually undergraduate, introductory coursesOur interests lie in the effects in small classroomsAre the effects similar? Context of a Teacher Education Program



Course-Based 
Objectives 

Experience 
learning science 

through AE 

Evaluate/develop 
resources that 

match TCs’ values 

Create a long-term 
connection with 
UBC community 

Value conceptual 
knowledge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we were very interested in the research aspect, we were also concerned about the impact on the teacher candidates. We wanted to ensure the teacher candidates get something from the experience. Experience learning science through AE Value conceptual knowledgeBe able to identify/develop resources that match their valuesCreate a long-term connection to the UBC community Assist teacher-candidates through four platforms: Within their B. Ed Methods courses (as learners):Modeling active engagement through the use of conceptual questions in the classroomPromote deep learning in a safe and positive learning environment Teacher candidates have immediate experience with conceptual understandingValue Conceptual knowledgeOur intent is that the TCs develop an awareness of/opinion about the importance of conceptual knowledge and create a space in their teaching method for conceptual knowledgeAble to identify/develop resources that match their values	We want the teacher candidates to come out of their methods course with the ability to find and create resources that work in their classrooms and suit their individual teaching stylesWe want our teacher candidates to be able to ask effective questions. Modeling the use of conceptual questions in the classroom helps teacher candidates develop this ability. Creating a stronger connection to the UBC community: Provide a support network through the Mathematics and Science Teaching and Learning through Technology resourceExtending students’ sense of community beyond graduation 



Math & Science Teaching & 
Learning through Technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about the resource TLEF supported Divided into primary and secondary, by subject area, and then by specific topics within each subject. These topics are determined largely by the BC Integrated Resource Packages (IRP)Question sets are developed to meet the Prescribed Learning Outcomes outlined in the IRP documents. 



Navigating the 
Resource 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points: How the resource is organizedUnder a given category (here, Physics > Dynamics > Forces) there are a variety of questions, each with a brief summary and a list of tags describing the topics covered in that set. The image provides a glimpse into the situation/topic that question set will be coveringOn the right, a user of the resource can navigate to the various areas of the resource quickly



Navigating the 
Resource 

http://scienceres-edcp-educ.sites.olt.ubc.ca/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is also possible to search the resource for a particular topic using the tags, listed on the right hand side of the page. For example, choosing acceleration will bring up a list of all question sets, from all areas, that touch on acceleration. This allows teachers and students to approach topics from different angles. 



Integrating into the 
Classroom 

Instructor modeling 
AE pedagogy 

TCs experience 
developing 
questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How it is integrated into the classroom 2 capacities – open source and in the classroom 2 ways that they use it – developing their own or modifying questions Next we will show you an example of a question that would be used in our secondary physics methods course.  We will not ask you to solve this question, rather we want to demonstrate the process that we go through with our students. 



Question Title Question Title Blocks and a Pulley 

m2 

m1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the overall structure of how we approach these questions. Each question has a few components in it and we follow the same process to model AE pedagogy in the classroom for TCs to engage in. Pedagogy Tags: physics, dynamics, mechanics, weight, gravity, acceleration, constant, velocity, weight, tension, frictionSubject: PhysicsTopic: Dynamics – Newton’s second lawGrade Level: Senior High SchoolDifficulty Level: Medium - HardRequired Mathematics: Conceptual and algebraOther comments: Students must understand net forces, how pulleys work



Question Title 

Two blocks are connected via a pulley. The blocks are initially at rest as 

block m1 is attached to a wall. If string A breaks, what will the accelerations 

of the blocks be? (Assume friction is very small and strings don’t stretch) 

Question Title Blocks and a Pulley II 

m2 

m1 
A B 1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

A. 0;  0
B. ;  
C. 0;  
D. ;  0
E. None of the above

a a
a g a g
a a g
a g a

= =
= =
= =
= =

Why are the assumptions above important? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question, high level conceptual questions with both visual and written representations. There are many ways to approach the questions, so we will only discuss one possible iteration of the pedagogy.  Please feel free to ask questions after the presentation about possible alternatives. For example, students may be given time to consider the question on their own, and then will be asked to vote on an answer choice.  After that, they will get into small groups and discuss the question together, voting again after this discussion.  Finally, students may be asked to consider why each possible answer could be considered by students and what concepts underpin each option.   Talking points: Question development 



Comments 

Answer:  E 

Justification:  None of the above answers is correct. Consider two 
blocks as one system: one can see that the system has a mass of 
(m1+m2), while the net force pulling the system down is m1g. 
Therefore, applying Newton’s second law, one can see that the 
acceleration of the system must be less than g: 

 

 

 

Some people think that the acceleration will be g. They forget that 
the system consists of two blocks (not just m1) and the only pulling 
force is m1g. Thus the system is NOT in a free fall. Compare this 
questions to the previous one to see the difference. 

Comments Solution 

( ) ( )
2 2

1 2 1 2

m g ma g g
m m m m

= = <
+ +

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What makes our resource different from many others is this component of the question set – having a justification for the correct and incorrect answers, to help students or teachers to understand the concept as well as the misconceptions surrounding a given question. 



Integrating into the 
Classroom 

TCs experience 
developing 
questions 

Instructor modeling 
AE pedagogy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How it is integrated into the classroom 2 capacities – open source and in the classroom 2 ways that they use it – developing their own or modifying questions 



Technology-Enhanced Active 
Engagement Integration 

PI modeled in 
every class 

PW used to design, critique, respond to 
Conceptual Questions as a community of 
future teachers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Model? Modeling is a case of practicing what you preach. The idea behind modeling is help students learn through the observation of experts. For many teacher candidates, the Teacher Education program is the first opportunity to intentionally reflect on the pedagogies they have experienced as learners over the last 16 years or so. So we need to model good, research-based pedagogy for them, to ensure they have had a good experience with it However, if we are going to expect them to take this behaviour into their own classrooms, they need good resources/materials to useThis is the meat of what we wanted to explore in this project. Audience questions: Questions about who is in our audience, so we have a sense of who we are talking to. Teacher Educators? Graduate Students? Teachers?Guiding questions: Consider for a moment the process you go through when planning a course. Think about which pedagogies you choose to implement. What are your reasons for choosing the pedagogies you implement in your classrooms? What makes one pedagogy better than another? What factors do you take into account? How do you know your pedagogies are impacting your students? What cues do your students give you? What are the signs of a success? A failure? As instructors we choose to model a variety of pedagogies. We are intentional in our choice of pedagogy. What is modeling (put it on its own slide or just talk through it, don’t put it on the slide) Cognitive apprenticeship 
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